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Fortune-teller Juno (Western astrology,  Tarot cards and Cabala)

Juno tells fortunes one-on-one in nightclubs in Tokyo as well as at our 
salon in Shibuya. He also promotes fortune-telling in various media, 
delivering messages to around 5 million people monthly. Since Juno 
considers fortune-tellers to be “problem solvers”, he does not feel his 
activities to be limited solely to fortune-telling. He is the leader of NOT 
FOR SALE.
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Fortune-teller Yock (Palm-reading, Face-reading and Body -reading)

Yock started studying human body, mind and soul after receiving a 
sudden divine inspiration. He has been practicing yoga, meditation 
and waterfall ablutions for many years, and he is now deeply 
experienced in spiritualism. He is currently being trained in the 
practices of Zen Buddhism in Hida-Takayama.

Fortune-teller Hoshi (Chinese astrology and Palm reading)

Hoshi gives one-on-one guidance to over 2,000 customers a 
year in Tokyo areas like Shinjuku and Aoyama. His careful and 
easily understandable way of speaking enables him to provide 
customers with ancient wisdom. He is the most popular fortune-
teller in NOT FOR SALE.

Fortune-teller Sugar (Western astrology and Sabian astrology)

Sugar was once a businessman. This experience taught him how 
to listen to and give advice to his customers like an attentive 
counselor. Customized, meticulous and logical astrological 
reading based on his study into ancient philosophy is his major 
strength. He participated in an international astrology conference 
in London in 2009. He is a member of the Astrological 
Association of Great Britain.
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MC Ryoz
MC Ryoz quickly understands the fortune-tellers’ words and 
easily interprets their meaning for customers. He draws on his 
deep inspiration to communicate the fortune tellers’
messages in a direct but relaxed and often humorous manner. 
It is exactly because he is an interpreter with an excellent 
command of language, not a fortune-teller, that his words can 
expand the horizons of fortune-telling. 
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DJ m’osawa
DJ m’osawa started his career as a DJ in 2000. He set up
movibe music records in 2008, from which he released two 
MIX CDs. He currently entertains crowds at Amate-Raxi in 
Shibuya and ACID PANDA CAFÉ in Jiyugaoka among 
other night clubs. His unique selection of music and 
techniques set the floor alight and are admired by his fans 
as well as his fellow DJs. He ranked 48th in the “Best DJ 
50” in 2009 in “Loud” magazine.

VJ Sogen
VJ Sogen adds movement to fortune-telling through 
interactive visuals. He is in charge of directing art, visuals 
and web design for NOT FOR SALE. He studied oriental 
thought at university. VJ Sogen started telling fortunes 
using oriental Tarot cards, due to his interest in the art of 
divination which derives from Taoism and ancient Chinese 
teaching. He is also known as art-director hoxaigraphics.
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